
Tanečnice Lucie/ Dancer Lucy

 
Lucy is a dancer and yoga instructor from the Czech Republic. Her favourite style is Tribal
Fusion – a modern Western form of belly dance incorporating elements from ethnic and
classical dance styles. In addition, she studied the lights design and drawing, and now she
shows her passion for colors when designing stage clothes, props, decorating paper objects
(Bezmezer o.p.s.) and in the form of her own painting and drawing work.

The styles with which she complements her dance performances and workshops are gypsy
dances, yoga and chair dance. It offers them for various types of events: festivals, corporate
and city events and, for example, medieval pubs. She performs solo or accompanied by live
music.

She creates her own original expression. She has been working professionally since 2008.

In addition to her work in the Czech Republic, in past years she participated in festivals in
Italy, Macedonia, Poland, Germany, Belgium and Netherlands.

Tribal fusion

 Tribal fusion is a modern form of belly dance. It is a synthesis of many dance forms. Often
includes elements of Egyptian style, modern, jazz dance, breakdance, gypsy.

It draws from many traditional forms such as flamenco, bhangra, kathak and other folkloric
dance styles.

Gives the impression of snake movements.

Gypsy ethnic dances

Roma / Gypsy dances can be found in various forms, from India via Asia to Europe.

Sapera: traditional ritual dance of snake charmers in India / dance at the same time is an
improvisational form.

Karsilama: Turkish dance is full of gestures, sensual movements of the pelvis and turns.

Ghawazee: Dancing gipsy tribes living in Upper Egypt.

Czoczek: Balkan kind of "Belly" Dances

Csardas: Hungarian Dance

Russian gypsy dance: characterized by the stopms, turns…



Zambra: Spanish dance.

Chair dance

It is a sensual dance on a chair and with a chair, combining elements of acrobatics and other
dance styles.

Social websites

Instagram: @tribalfusionlucy

Facebook: Tanečnice Lucie/ Dancer Lucy

Linkedin: Lucie Slaninová

Youtube: Lucie Slaninová


